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Multi-banking
Get foreign currencies on demand
Faster decisions on loans or mortgages
Access to AI personal financial assistant
receive a more fair and accurate credit score
Easier Money Management / Personal Finance 
Transfer money instantly between all accounts
Get combined financial reports from all accounts together
Get funds from bank on demand when trading investments
Grant access to banking data to prove income when applying for a 
loan or mortgage
Grant access to banking data to receive automatic suggestions about 
money saving on bills and insurance
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Banks
Improve customer experience
Better Risk Management through data analytics
New Revenue streams through FinTech integration
Cooperation FinTechs -> Cross selling e.g. FX Hedging, Clearing
Monetize existing assets; participate in larger beneficial ecosystem
Export data to personal finance managers or business accounting firms
Sell services to other parties e. g. Consumer credit check services or firms KYC
New product Idea to market in a few weeks / even days without the constraint of 
dependency on bank systems, balance sheet or servicing capabilities
Offer loans, insurance products or money transmission products that
lie outside of your risk appetite
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Personal Finance Management tools/Apps

API/Platform solutions

Financial data reports and analyses; Data aggregation

Tax

Accounting & Payroll Management

Early Settlement Discount

Payment Management 

Loan Repayments

Robo Advisory

Credit risk analytics

Voice command services
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Nordic API gateway
“Use real-time transaction data from business & personal accounts to 
build tailor-made financial services for your clients.”

Mobile Pay
“Allowing customers to make money transfers in a fast and effective 
manner.”

Minna Technologies
“Full service provider within personal finance management.”
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Nordic API Gateway
“Use real-time transaction data from business & personal accounts to 
build tailor-made financial services for your clients.”

Automated Investment: Robo-advisor
“We rely on the advisory services of BlackRock and Santander Asset 
Management.”

Open Banking: Financial Aggregator
Check all your bank accounts at a glance.
Add your other banks in just 2 clicks

Password manager databank
“Keep your passwords in your Openbank App.
The password for your social media, email, online TV and any other 
information important to you.”

Expense categorisation
“Manage and monitor your spending in a simple and efficient way.
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All your transactions appear sorted into categories that you can 
name and manage.”

Open Solidarity
“Solidarity Card: each time you pay, you donate the amount rounded 
off to the nearest euro to the foundation of your choice.”
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Linxo Group
provides bank data aggregation and payment initiation services compliant with 
Europe’s PSD2 regulations
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Sterling Bank provides:
Loyalty and Receipts
Insurance
Credit Scores
Security
Accounting
Lending
Mortgage Brokers
Savings and Investments
Tax
Legal
Project Management
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Major stack in Klarn Payments
-> use Klarna’s popular buy now, pay later, solution across multiple markets for 
Alibaba

MyBank (Online Lender)
Public cloud for express payments
Technology services such as BaaP

Shenzhen Rural Commercial Bank
cut apps loading time by 400 %
-> better & faster access to 

transfer funds, investments and wealth products.
Software support & maintenance
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In the UK, through its partnership with the Post Office, the Bank of 
Ireland offers 2.4 million+ customers access to everything from 
savings and loans to foreign exchange, credit cards and mortgages at 
over 11,000 Post Office branches.16 From the customer perspective, 
they are banking with the Post Office; in reality, the Bank of Ireland is 
the provider, using third-party partnerships to grow its balance sheet 
outside of its home market.
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Commonwealth Bank in Australia that has grown its mortgage 
business by aggressively forward integrating into real estate search
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In the UK, challenger Starling Bank has partnered with TransferWise, 
the retail FX payments platform, to provide Starling Bank customers 
direct, in-app access to TransferWise’s service.
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JPMorgan Chase is drawing on its partnership with OnDeck to power its online 
lending services to small businesses, providing them access to quick loans that they 
may not want on their balance sheet.
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Singapore’s DBS Bank said it launched the world’s largest API developer platform. The 
platform consists of 155 APIs in over 20 categories, which includes funds transfers, 
rewards, and real-time payments. The bank said it will continue to add more 
categories as demands rise. The platform already has 50 companies using it to 
develop solutions. These companies include the likes of AIG, McDonald’s, MSIG, 
PropertyGuru, and startups like Activpass, FoodPanda, Homage and soCash
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Smaller banks often struggle to figure out how to engage with 

FinTechs in a way that allows them to keep pace with the innovation 

metabolism of the largest players in the industry

-> Result: Left behind the industry trends, revenue gains & 

compatibility!
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Thank you.
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Thank you.
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